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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Networks are for sharing resources remotely, so almost anything done on a network could fall within the definition of remote access. By tradition, a few TCP/IP utilities are classified as remote access utilities. These utilities are ported to many operating systems. The main purpose of these utilities is to give a remote user some of the capabilities a local user might have.

The internet has become the most economical means for communication between two remote sites. Telnet which stands for Terminal NETwork is the standard protocol that simply provides a facility for remote logins to computer via the Internet. The basic purpose of Telnet is to provide a means by which keyboard commands typed by a remote user can cross the network and become input for a different computer. The effect is that the remote user can interact with the server as if user were logged in locally.

Though internet plays an important role for remote communication, it does not provide any protection for the transmitted information and can become an information security nightmare. Firewalls and access controls such as one-time passwords do not fully solve the problem, as it is easy to record and analyze any transmitted data. The Telnet does not provide enough security to transmit data over the network.
Therefore, the Secure Shell or SSH is used for remotely logging in over public networks, where security is crucial. Both the Telnet and SSH plays similar functions but in SSH, all communications are encrypted to prevent the disclosure of security-critical information during transit over the network.

An ‘Analysis on Telnet and SSH’ is carried out to analyze the data communication in both of the protocols. The analysis will show the different form of traffic in both the protocols. The analysis is also to understand the security implementation in remote utilities and how encryption is used in the SSH protocol to solve one of the most acute security problems on the Internet, that is securely logging from one machine to another and to perform any activity such as securely transferring files between machines. The analysis is based on the case study in Siemens Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

It is best to understand that SSH and Telnet works in a similar way but all communications in SSH are encrypted to prevent the exposure of confidential information during transit over the network. Telnet is inherently insecure as all the data transmitted is visible for anyone located between the user’s computer and the server destination. In the SSH protocol, cryptographic algorithms are used to authenticate both ends of the connection, to automatically encrypt all transmitted data, and to protect the integrity of data.

1.2 Problem Statements

Siemens has many branch offices and the main branch resides in Damansara. Only administrators in the headquarters are allowed to remotely login to the servers and routers to check necessary settings. The username and password for administrators is very confidential. The process of remotely logging in to servers and routers using the Remote Desktop protocol often causes a high bandwidth. For an
example, to Remote Desktop a server in Gebeng, Kuantan it requires more time and the command are sent very slowly. The main reason for the slow connection is because the bandwidth in that office is low and the remote protocol takes most of the bandwidth to support the GUI based screen. This is not preferable as there are many site offices of Siemens that has very low bandwidth capacity. It takes longer time and bandwidth to remotely control the computers through remote desktop.

Therefore, the administrators have come with an idea to use a command based remote procedure to log in to servers and routers. The two possible protocols were either Telnet or SSH. Even though Telnet is obsolete, but the usage can be important if transfers of data are secured. Therefore, this analysis is carried out based on certain parameters that would help to give a better solution and determination of protocol to be used.

Security is a crucial issue when it comes to data transmission over the network. Insecure networking application such as Telnet simply passes all the confidential information, such as users’ password in a clear text over the network. This situation aggravated through broadcast based network that allowed malicious user to eavesdrop on the network and collect all communicated information. Thus, the counter measure for this problem is to the SSH.

Remote desktop is basically used either to login to user’s machine to check on some settings or on a router to see its interface. When remote desktop is done from the main Siemens branch to other site offices, it often takes plenty of time and the communication is very slow for some areas. For an example, it takes approximately five minutes to remote desktop to a server in the Gebeng, Kuantan office to check on the server. Some administrators in Siemens need to log in to the server periodically to check the status and performance of the server. Log files are also viewed to monitor the activity of servers like Mail Server.
Therefore, there was a need to analyze these two different protocols in terms of data communication and security to understand the effect on data security in Siemens Malaysia. The knowledge on SSH was also not sufficient enough to compare and determine the implementation of Telnet or SSH in Siemens. It is important for any companies to have a high sufficient level of security without making normal use any more difficult than necessary.

1.3 Objective

This analysis is to provide information on Telnet and SSH protocol and to further understand the transmission of data in both the protocols. The objectives of “Analysis on Telnet and SSH” are as below:

a) To collect and gather all the data related to packet transmission in Telnet and SSH using protocol analyzer called Ethereal. Data collected are in terms of four parameters that are packet sequence, content of the packet, round trip time and throughput. The ethereal analyzer will be run to capture all the data needed to analyze the traffic. All the data is analyzed using the same protocol analyzer. A few settings are done at the analyzer to capture only related data.

b) To analyze and compare the data relayed across the network in Telnet and SSH. Results obtained are analyzed and compared among the two protocols. The comparison is of the four parameters stated in earlier objective. The results of analysis and comparison will be shown in graphical representation.
c) To determine the better protocol in terms of packet sequence, security of the
data transmitted, round trip time, throughput and the better protocol to be
used in Siemens environment.
The results are analyzed and conclusion is made to verify a better protocol for
Siemens environment. Proper justification on why such conclusion is made is
also provided.

1.4 Scopes

The analysis of Telnet and SSH are based on a few scopes. The analysis is
mainly on the data and the transmission of packets over the network. Packets will be
analyzed in terms of packet sequence, content of the packet, round trip time and
throughput. These elements are analyzed to give a better comparison in terms of data
communication between both the protocols.

To analyze the packet sequence, data for session establishment and
termination is examined to give a clearer explanation about the sequence of packets
in both protocols. Content of the packet can learn by looking at the session where
user is authenticated for password. In this session, a detailed analysis on the exposure
of the data transmitted can be known. This may provide a better justification on the
security of the protocols. Number of packets transmitted for the same amount of data
is also examined for both protocols to determine the higher probability for data lost,
retransmission and traffic congestion.

Network analyzers are used to capture the packets and analyze the protocols.
The selection of the protocol analyzer is based on the functions available in the
analyzer and its importance in providing appropriate results for this analysis. In this
analysis, the Ethereal is used as the protocol analyzer.
In Siemens, the Telnet and SSH server is set on the File server. This server resides in the Siemens Meditel Office. Analysis in Siemens is done on two categories. The first one is a session just within the LAN in Siemens Meditel. The second one is across the LAN which means session is from a client in Meditel to server in Damansara office. In Damansara office, the server software is installed on the Orlig Server that handles ticketing system for the Helpdesk Team.

The Telnet and SSH can be implemented on many platforms. But for this analysis, only Microsoft Windows is used because that is the platform used in all servers and clients in Siemens Malaysia. There is no UNIX or Macintosh based stations in that company. Therefore, the results of this analysis will be upon implementation on a Windows platform.

The screen capture on the servers in Siemens is not allowed to be saved. All the confidential data of the server is not transparent to outsider. Therefore, when installation was done on the server and sessions were established, the interfaces and the content of the servers were not allowed to be recorded. Only clients in Siemens were allowed to be screen captured for its content and settings.

The results of this analysis can be used for educational purpose and is based on case study in Siemens. The results may vary from one place of case study and another depending on the bandwidth and transfer rate of the network at the place of case study. It is also to understand that when it comes to security issues, there is no statement to say that either Telnet or SSH can provide a complete security solution as they have many advantages and disadvantages.
1.5 Project Significance

The analysis is basically to give information to everyone on the data transmission on both the Telnet and SSH protocols and to provide understanding on the encrypted transmission in SSH. It is also to give awareness to users on the possible security vulnerabilities that can be faced due to visible data transmission over the network.

The administrators in the Helpdesk Team of Corporate Information Office in Siemens can view this analysis to see how important it is to have secured remote sessions with users or to check on the servers because all the transmissions involves username, password and other confidential data. Administrators are also able to learn more on the implementation of the protocols and to understand the difference between both the protocols.

Besides Siemens Malaysia, the report of this analysis can also be used as reference to carry out any other analysis based on Telnet and SSH. Anyone interested to know more on the protocols can view the report and gain some knowledge. As for students in university, this analysis can be stepping stone or a good reference to further their project or enhance the analysis on the remote login protocols.

The explanation and results of this analysis will also determine the better protocol to be used in a network and the advantages of using a more secured remote login. In short, it will give a clearer picture of remote sessions and secure channels between machines.